Performance of a hybrid Monte Carlo-Pencil Beam dose algorithm for proton therapy inverse planning.
Analytical algorithms have a limited accuracy when modeling very heterogeneous tumor sites. This work addresses the performance of a hybrid dose optimizer that combines both Monte Carlo (MC) and pencil beam (PB) dose engines to get the best trade-off between speed and accuracy for proton therapy plans. The hybrid algorithm calculates the optimal spot weights (w) by means of an iterative optimization process where the dose at each iteration is computed by using a precomputed dose influence matrix based on the conventional PB plus a correction term c obtained from a MC simulation. Updates of c can be triggered as often as necessary by calling the MC dose engine with the last corrected values of w as input. In order to analyze the performance of the hybrid algorithm against dose calculation errors, it was applied to a simplistic water phantom for which several test cases with different errors were simulated, including proton range uncertainties. Afterwards, the algorithm was used in three clinical cases (prostate, lung, and brain) and benchmarked against full MC-based optimization. The influence of different stopping criteria in the final results was also investigated. The hybrid algorithm achieved excellent results provided that the estimated range in a homogeneous material is the same for the two dose engines involved, i.e., PB and MC. For the three patient cases, the hybrid plans were clinically equivalent to those obtained with full MC-based optimization. Only a single update of c was needed in the hybrid algorithm to fulfill the clinical dose constraints, which represents an extra computation time to obtain c that ranged from 1 (brain) to 4 min (lung) with respect to the conventional PB-based optimization, and an estimated average gain factor of 14 with respect to full MC-based optimization. The hybrid algorithm provides an improved trade-off between accuracy and speed. This algorithm can be immediately considered as an option for improving dose calculation accuracy of commercial analytical treatment planning systems, without a significant increase in the computation time (≪5 min) with respect to current PB-based optimization.